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Making Our Mark
in Year One
It’s been nearly a year since our launch, and
RESEAU-CMI has made some serious waves.
Building our team, connecting with current and
potential partners and reaching out to stakeholders
far and wide via knowledge acquisition and
mobilization initiatives dominated our calendar,
as you will see in the following summary.

The RESEAU-CMI team is looking forward to
an even more impactful 2020 as we roll out an
ambitious program for creating ecosystems for
strategic open innovation in Indigenous and
non-urban settings.

RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation @RESEAUCMI • Apr 16
We are proud to be one of Canada’s newest Networks of Centres of Excellence! We look
forward to accelerating sustainable outcomes in drinking water/comumnity health for
Indigenous & non-urban communities via our Community Circle™ platform. https://www.ncerce.gc.ca/Media-Medias/news-communiques/News-Communique_eng.asp?ID=199
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Why We Do What We
Do: Ending Long-Term
Boil-Water Advisories
RESEAU-CMI’s Community Circle platform for
strategic innovation earned its ninth honour earlier
this year when long-time partner WSP Canada
received the Association of Consulting Engineering
Companies-B.C. 2019 Lieutenant Governor’s
Award of Excellence in the soft engineering
category. We partnered with WSP and the Tl’azt’en
Nation in northern B.C (along with other government
and industry organizations) to develop a treatment
system capable of addressing high organic carbon
content as well as disinfection challenges related to
the community’s water supply.

taking home nods for outreach and problem
solving, as well as the prestigious Schreyer Award
for best technical entry.
The Dzit’lain’li project is a long-term collaboration
among core collaborators, Tl’azt’en Nation,
Dzit’lain’li, ISC, FNHA, FNOWN BC&YT, WSP, BI
Pure Water, Université Laval, Polytechnique
Montréal and the University of British Columbia. The
full-scale plant developed through the Tl’azt’en
Nation Community Circle ended a 14-year boil
water advisory in 2019.

WSP then earned three Canadian Consulting
Engineering Awards for its work on the project,
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RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation

Madjid Mohseni @MadjidMohseni • Oct 29
Honoured to share the stage with @RESEAUCMI Community Circle partner @WSPCanada as
they receive 3 awards, including the Schreyer ward, from @ACECCanada for our project that ended
14 years of boil water advisory in Tl’azt’en Nation. #cceawards, @NCE_RCE, @ubcappscience

RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation @RESEAUCMI • Sep 5
Honoured to work alongside @wsp to end #BoilWaterAdvisories in remote & #Indigenous communities. Thanks to Association of Consulting Engineering Companies-BC for recognizing our
efforts!
WSP Canada Wins Award for Innovative Solution for…
WSP Canada Group Ltd. (WSP) has won the Association
of Consulting Engineering Companies…
canada.constructconnect.com

RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation Retweeted

Minister Marc Miller @Min_IndServ • May 19
Congratulations to Tl’azt’en Nation and @WSPCanada on receiving the Lieutenant Governor’s
Award for Engineering Excellence at the @ACECBC awards gala! The #GoC supports innovation
in water treatment for remote communities. http://ow.ly/82Ua30oK13n @RESEAUCMI
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Knowledge Mobilization
Initiatives
Staging Treading Water: Assembly of First
Nations Water Symposium (February 8, 2019),
Peter Wall Institute (multidisciplinary academic
venue) (April 24, 2019) and Indigenous Water
Professional and Leadership Venue Vancouver
(October 8, University of British Columbia’s
Okanagan Campus November 6, 2019). The play
will also be staged in an Indigenous Anchor
Community in the spring of 2020.
Exploratory Workshop: Resources Needed
for Implementing a Culturally Responsive
Evaluation Framework (UBC, August 2019).

Special Session with Industry Experts on
Streamlined Approach to Implementing
Localized Solutions
(Toronto, November 2019).
Full-Day Workshop in Toronto in
Collaboration with Water Canada, involving
decision/policy makers from the water
community, Indigenous subject matter experts,
and niche demographics (e.g., organizations
representing children and women) to assess
our roadmap for a streamlined approach to
implementing localized solutions (January 2020).

Special Workshop on Development of Ethical
Guideposts, held in collaboration with Research
Based Theatre (RBT) team at UBC (October 2019).

Celebration and Frustration: Opposite Sides of the Same Coin? A Call for Culturally Responsive
Evaluation Framework
RESEAU-CMI hosted yet another provocative panel discussion in November 2019, this time at the AFN Water
Symposium in Toronto. Panelists and delegates discussed how the federal government’s historical approach
to capital development in Indigenous communities is an outdated framework that leads to mistrust, delays in
progress and derailment of sustainable innovation on each communities’ unique terms. Participants stressed
that a more transparent, streamlined process in which all players involved in water system upgrades —
government, regulatory, consultants, finance, industry and contractors — can be managed by First Nations
communities to ensure their best interests are met.
Pictured left to right: Aaron Genereux, Glen Goodman, Irving Leblanc, Nico Paul and Madjid Mohseni (moderator).

A full report of this panel discussion will be circulated in summer 2020.
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Treading Water Theatre Team
1. (Left, playing operator) Patricia M. Barkaskas, Academic Director, Indigenous Community Legal Clinic, UBC
2. (Right, playing researcher) Tetsuro Shigematsu, playwright, actor, broadcaster and theatre artist, UBC
3. George Belliveau, Head of the Language and Literacy Education Department, UBC
4. Christopher Cook, therapist, playwright and theatre creator, UBC
5. Jennica Nichols, Evaluation Consultant, PhD students, UBC

Innovating Knowledge Mobilization Approach:
Treading Water
Treading Water is an innovative 20-minute play that brings to life some of the rich stories discovered
during our community collaborations. The play flows between the intersecting narratives of characters in
a community dealing with unsafe drinking water, and explores steps toward health and well-being related
to water quality challenges. Water operators and their experiences are central in Treading Water, and the
play illustrates their pivotal and complex role in the community. Presented by engineers, water operators
and actors, the play aims to open conversations addressing water quality and health issues facing rural and
Indigenous communities in the 21st century.
Treading Water was performed at various events throughout 2019; the last of the series was performed
in front of over 150 water First Nations water operators of BC and Yukon at the 12th Annual BC & YT First
Nation Water & Wastewater Operational Excellence Conference in October 2019.
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Mobilizing Innovation as a Service
Innovative services, products and processes, combined with improvements to the way health, social and other
services are delivered to Canadians, will shape the country’s economic performance and individual and social
well-being. However, many Canadians and a vast majority of Indigenous communities have not had opportunities
to meaningfully participate in the innovation economy that Canada has generated.
RESEAU-CMI hosted a special panel session at the 2019 National Water and Wastewater Conference in Banff,
Alberta, in November to discuss how all levels of government can work with Indigenous organizations on finding
ways to stretch their collective activities to fill gaps in First Nations communities’ experience. Participants noted
several key considerations that must be incorporated into any attempt to engender meaningful change in the lives
of communities:
• Education and awareness-building exercises within communities about water health and the innovation process
are integral to success.
• Politics and the requirements of federal, provincial and local jurisdictions can be barriers to implementation, as
can siloed approaches to innovation.
• Communities must be empowered as the drivers of any efforts to upgrade water systems, but they require
resources to manage change, plan long-term and manage assets, as well as appropriate funding.
Pictured left to right: Kerry Black, Kathleen Padulo, Monica Bradley, Rosey Radmanovich, Mario Swampy, Dennis
Sterritt and Irving Leblanc.

A full report of this panel discussion will be circulated in summer 2020.
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RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation @RESEAUCMI • Jun 24, 2019
@NCE_RCE @RESEAUCMI RESEAU’s Session on Collaborative Innovation for Small Water
Systems highlights common challenges & share key insights from real-world experiences of
collaborative innovation for drinking water in rural communities. @iwaywp


RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation Retweeted

Angela Murphy @AngelaMSci · May 30, 2019
@RESEAUCMI effectively engaging Lytton First Nations to help improve their water treatment.
Awesome job! @UBC @CdnWaterSummit @CanadianWater @NicH2Olas @IreneHassas
@RU_PolarSEAL
Water Canada @CanadianWater · May 30, 2019
@MadjidMohseni from @UBC opens the session
on small and remote water systems at the 10th
annual Canadian Water Summit
#WaterSummit19 #CdnWaterSummit

Sharing Common Challenges and Solutions with Japan
RESEAU-CMI and partners visited Tokyo in early 2019 for a joint meeting with Japan’s National Institute of
Public Health, Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare and the University of Tokyo. RESEAU-CMI Scientific
Director Dr. Madjid Mohseni (UBC) and representatives from Canada’s Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing and Indigenous Services shared their experience working to improve access to drinking water for
Indigenous and non-urban communities in British Columbia. The team also had the opportunity to visit
four different water systems in rural Shizuoka.

The RESEAU team contributed to the latest
in-depth report assessing British Columbia’s
progress in fulfilling goals set out by the BC
Action Plan for Safe Drinking Water in British
Columbia (the Action Plan).
While all indicators suggest most British
Columbians enjoy clean, safe, reliable drinking
water, the report offers 32 recommendations
to continue to advance drinking water quality
across the province.
Importantly in the context of our work, the
report includes an assessment of First Nations
and other Indigenous communities’ unique
needs vis a vis the Action Plan.
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Setting SAILS in Toronto
In recent years, public aspirations for improving water systems in rural and Indigenous communities have
risen faster than what governments and industry can realistically achieve. Policy makers have set out targets
for the water industry to accomplish, but the water industry has been largely left on its own to figure out the
know-how required to actually hit these targets reliably over diverse, non-urban contexts and populations.
Water Canada and the RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation invited a prominent group of 25 thought leaders to Toronto in January 2020. The attendees have solid track records for improving policies, regulations, design
guidelines and industry practices. Together, they defined a new innovation agenda focused on enhancing the
capacity and scale of a streamlined approach to implementing localized solutions (SAILS) for non-urban markets.
Desired outcomes of the workshop included identifying:
• Solution standards that facilitate non-urban and Indigenous water industry growth.
• Regulations and legislation that promote industry growth.
• Chain of supply and distributions that promote suppliers to improve their product quality to boost
overall demand for the solutions (e.g., parts, generators, pumps, fittings, ICT/HMI/PLC, etc.).
• Delivery protocols to improve productive efficiency (reducing time, delays and costs of deliveries;
implementing and troubleshooting products and services).
The outcomes of the workshop will be featured in Water Canada’s March/April 2020 edition. A policy brief
will also be shared with water sector stakeholders at every level of government.

Impact Evaluation Initiatives: Case Studies & Demonstration Projects
Indigenous Communities
Siska Indian Band, IR5B
ʔaq'am Community, IR1
Lhoosk’uz Dené Nation (Kluskus), IR1
T’it’q’et Administration, IR2
Lytton First Nation, IR25, IR27
Donald’s Landing (Lake Babine First Nation)
Xaxli’p
Hupacasath First Nation
Dzit’lain’li (Middle River) Tl’azt’en Nation, IR9

Non-Indigenous Communities
Van Anda Improvement District, BC
Gillies Bay Improvement District, BC
Stillwater Community, BC
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RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation @RESEAUCMI • Nov 7
Irfan Gehlen and Madjid Mohseni introducing SAILS at #nwwc2019
Achieving better outcomes for Indigenous Water Systems through
Streamlined Approach to Implementing Localized Solutions (SAILS)
@RESEAUCMI @NCE_RCE @kwl_engineering #nwwc2019

RESEAU-CMI introduced our Streamlined Approach to Implementing Localized Solutions
(SAILS™) approach to achieving scale when innovating for Indigenous communities. As a
compliment to our Community Circle model for innovation (which focuses on capacity), SAILS
unifies insights about local context, tested design principles, existing best practices and product
management approaches to implement solutions that can be further customized to meet
functionalities required by end-users.

Tomorrow’s Leaders Today
RESEAU-CMI is committed to developing the next generation of experts who are well-prepared to
meet the complex technical, scientific, cultural and political challenges involved in problem-solving
for Indigenous and non-urban communities.
RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation Retweeted

Madjid Mohseni @MadjidMohseni • Oct 7, 2019
At IWA-NOM conference in Tokyo, @RESEAUCMI and @UBC PhD student @DixitFuhar
showcases his research on the removal of emerging contaminants from water.
@NSERC_CRSNG, @NCE_RCE
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RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation Retweeted

Madjid Mohseni @MadjidMohseni • Oct 9, 2019
Heartiest congratulations to the @RESEAUCMI PhD student and Vainer Scholar
@DixitFuhar for receiving the best paper award at the IWA-NOM conference in Tokyo.
@NCE_RCE @JamesDeanAPSC @ubcprez

RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation Retweeted

Karl Zimmerman @KarlZimmerman17 • Aug 27, 2019
I’m very excited to be a part of this year’s @UBC Blue and Gold Campaign for students, and to
showcase our research and drinking water partnerships through @RESEAUCMI
#drinkingwater #hollywoodbound

RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation @RESEAUCMI • Jun 27, 2019
Kudos to @iwaywp organizing committee and all young water professionals responsible for
the content of the conference to meet the needs of the international water sector. RESEAU
team is happy to participate in this program. @NCE_RCE @RESEAUCMI
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